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You may or may not be familiar with A Course in Miracles already.

However, since we do receive readers simply from internet searches, 
there is a possibility that you are not yet acquainted with this  amazing 
book. So let's go over a (very) brief history of the Course and what 
exactly it is...

The Setting: Columbia University, 1965

The "Players": Dr. William Thetford and Dr. Helen Schucman.

Bill Thetford was director of Columbia's  fledgling psychology department. 
As was typical of university sections at the time - and perhaps even 
today - the department was ripe with both personal and professional 
jealously, backbiting, and academic competition. It was in this  negative 
atmosphere that Bill had a revelation: There must be another way!

Bill discussed this determination to a better path with his colleague, 
Helen Schucman. As a result, Helen began receiving visions, or "waking" 
dreams. Soon Helen was communicating with what she termed the 
"Voice." Ironically, this  Voice identified itself as Jesus - the very same 
Jesus who walked the earth 2000 years earlier. I say ironically because 
Helen identified herself as a full-fledged, card carrying atheist. 
Communicating with Jesus caused quite a stir, I would imagine. Jesus' 
first instruction was, "This is a course in miracles. Take notes."

From 1965 to approximately 1972, Helen did indeed take notes. She 
filled up journal after journal in shorthand with the messages she 
received. She would then in turn dictate these notes to Bill who would 

type them out. These typewritten pages became the source of A Course 
in Miracles, published in 1976.

A Course in Miracles is  a three-volume set containing over 1200 pages 
of material. Consisting of a Text, a Workbook, and a Manual for 
Teachers, the Course is not, as some believe, a third testament to the 
Holy Bible, but an entirely different subject altogether.

Although Christian in language, the Course is  more like Hindu or 
Buddhist philosophy in that it is a self-study curriculum, and not a 
religion, per se. There is no central governing authority, no official 
membership, and no recognized leader or "guru".

Like Buddhism, A Course in Miracles teaches this  world is not "real" - 
indeed none of us is real in that sense as well - but is simply being 
perceived by us as a sort of dream. In reality, we are all One, still living in 
Heaven. We are merely experiencing this "dream of separation" from 
God because of the guilt we feel as a result of the, as the Course puts it, 
"tiny, mad idea in which the Son of God forgot to laugh."

Gary Renard, recognized Course expert and author, describes this  "tiny, 
mad idea" as the point where we thought, for just a brief second, what it 
would be like to go off and play on our own. In that instant this world - 
our entire universe and everything in it - had to be created as a way to 
experience this idea. The problem comes because we now feel guilty for 
leaving God's side and so we hide out here. The funny thing is, and the 
main lesson of the Course, is  that we're not really here. We're still in 
Heaven, still at One with God. But we're asleep and dreaming of this 
place. Therefore the Holy Spirit is here to gently wake us up.

And how, you may ask, do we wake up exactly? Through forgiveness. 
But not just any old forgiveness, oh no. The Course has an entirely 
different definition of forgiveness  than you may be familiar with... and that 
is what my blog is all about.   ###

James Goolsby is  a Minister-in-Training with Pathways of Light, a non-
profit organization promoting A Course in Miracles. To get instant access 
to all of his thoughts on ACIM, including articles, podcasts, and video, as 
well as an online journal of his ministry training. 

Visit James’ blog http://www.ACIMInsight.com.

Article Source: http://EzineArticles.com

What is A Course in Miracles?

James A. Goolsby
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In America, we look at the month of July as the celebratory beginning of 
our nation's  independence from King George of Great Britain. As children 
of the world's then-superpower, we revolted against the constraints  of the 
remote royal family and declared our path, thus forging a life based on 
freedom of the individual and of each state. When we step back and look 
at our spiritual choices, we see that our beliefs, long held and practiced, 
provide a sense of comfort, yet also keep us close in a circle and cycle of 
ritual and acquiescence. Daring to step away from aspects  of our beliefs 
to explore new territory of self-expression, we declare our Spiritual 
Independence and develop a new understanding of our own essence as 
we operate as sovereign beings in the world.

What would it look like?
The population of America in the 17th and 18th Century comprised of 
people seeking religious freedom, as well as those desiring an 
opportunity for prosperity. The "great experiment" in which people 
governed themselves, shone as a new and unfamiliar concept in the 
known world. Almost impossible to imagine, the notion of a country not 
ruled by a church, or a monarchy, proved fearful for most, including early 
settlers. While most emigrated to the new world for a better life, in many 
cases, the adjustment demanded they forfeit their prior limitations  of 
thought and action – for others and themselves.
In our spiritual lives, true independence also takes a toll on our reality. 
While we learn and stretch our belief systems to seek new ideas and 
considerations of philosophies, we often revert back to the well-rutted 
synapses of our past thinking. Even though we open ourselves to the 
possibility of looking at our spiritual centers  in a different way, we 
compare and contrast the new information we gather against our old 
thought patterns and beliefs. In short, we judge ourselves based on our 
past thereby limiting our opportunity for something new to enter our lives. 
In short, it proves difficult to imagine moving completely away from our 
old ways to operate entirely in a new set of beliefs because we simply 
don't know what it looks like.

Witch trials 
From the self-imposed limitations  of Calvinism in the new world, to the 
oppressive dogma of Puritanism, our young country experienced some 
hypocritical growing pains. Borne from the flexed muscles of religious 
freedom, our young country operated under the strong arm of the Crown, 
wielding its power thousands of miles across the ocean. Desperately 
seeking the ability to choose one's  interpretation of spirituality, the early 
settlers  found themselves in the new world but stuck in archaic concepts 
of governance. In one glaring instance, the Witch Trials in New England 
provide a clear example of a small group of transplanted religious 
revolutionaries unwilling to embrace the rebels within their own faction. 
While taunting their heroic separation from the church in Europe, small 
communities of settlers practiced the very same unforgiving methods  of 
intolerance from which they fled.

Our own personal and figurative witch trials provide us with divine insight 
into our spirituality. Often, we stretch our limits, test new methods and 
thought patterns, yet use the same tired concepts to measure the 
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distance between the old and new experiences. Punishing ourselves 
through negativity and doubt, suffocates  our potential and dares to 
challenge our quest for advancement. As we recognize the enemy within 
ourselves, we discover the forces at work against us are superficial and 
weak, and like the witch trials, based on fear and the unwillingness to 
move away from our suffering and the status quo.

Recognising freedom
A dozen or more generations removed from the brave souls  who set out 
in wooden boats to dare seek a better life – a free life – we often take for 
granted the comforts  our freedom affords  us. We move peaceably 
between state lines, speak freely for/against our government, reserve the 
right to work at vocations which inspire and please us, and freely 
associate with one another. Many countries, even today, do not allow 
these freedoms to citizens, yet some people take risks to exercise their 
choices in spite of their laws.
With basic freedoms and rights in place in North America, we enjoy the 
luxury of pondering more esoteric concepts of expression. In every port 
of freedom docks an armada of lessons. Waiting to be called ashore to 
our present moment, our earthly education waits patiently, riding the 
tides of our indecision, the unfathomable depths of our doubts  and the 
choppy waters of fear. With our practical needs met, our spirit breaks 
free to entertains such philosophical preponderances with the liberty to 
recognize coincidences in our lives; the freedom to develop and grow 
without restriction; the freedom to accept life's  inevitable lessons and 
understand the impact; the freedom to integrate each lesson and thrive 
from it; the freedom to release and let go.

In the timeline of human history, man's inherent freedom appears as a 
mere moment on the scale. Comfortably ensconced in suffering and 
spiritual slavery, we fall back into the rocking chair of old thoughts and 
practices. When we dare to set forth on new adventures to seek the 
freedoms endowed by our Creator, we break the chains  of restrictions 
imposed on our delicate souls  and dare to cross the vast ocean of 
lessons to reach the promised land of understanding and spiritual 
sovereignty.
Today, think differently. Measure your progress  not from the first knot of 
old thinking you towed with you from your past, but from right now – this 
moment. Leave behind all the old trappings and thought patterns which 
brought you here to the banks of possibility, and dare to venture forth 

into new worlds of independence. You'll never know what it looks  like 
until you step onto the shore.   ###

The Moon Cannot Be Stolen
Ryokan, a Zen master, lived the simplest kind of life in a little hut at the 
foot of a mountain. One evening a thief visited the hut only to discover 
there was nothing in it to steal.

Ryokan returned and caught him. "You may have come a long way to 
visit me," he told the prowler, "and you should not return empty-handed. 
Please take my clothes as a gift."

The thief was bewildered. He took the clothes and slunk away.

Ryokan sat naked, watching the moon. "Poor fellow, " he mused, "I wish 
I could give him this beautiful moon."   ###

Taking a quiet sideways glance at life, Marlene Buffa offers insight 
through her words from experiences. A student of new-thought 
teachings, Marlene finds practical spirituality around every corner and 
seeks wisdom through observation of life's  inter-relationships. 
Sometimes playful, sometimes poignant, always thought-provoking, 
her writing inspires readers in meaningful ways.  You can visit her 
website at www.wordsofmind.com and write to her at mbuffa@cox.net
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Although we are part of the animal kingdom, we occupy a unique 
position in life. For we are not only creations, but creators. And we are 
wonderful creators. That is, we have created wonders such as the great 
Pyramid of Giza, the Taj Mahal, the Great Wall of China, Greece's 
Acropolis, Peru's Machu Picchu, the Angkor Wat Buddhist temples in 
Cambodia, the temples and Pagodas of Bagan, Myanmar; Hagia Sophia 
(“Church of the Holy Wisdom”) in Istanbul, Turkey; the world's  tallest 
building, Burj Khalifa in the United Arab Emirates; the elegant Petronas 
Twin Towers in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, and Christ the Redeemer statue 
in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Some of these marvels  are ancient and are crumbling. Eventually, all will 
fade away. But perhaps, the most enduring wonder, and the greatest 
treasure of all, is the world of books. Books are the golden key that 
unlocks the wisdom of the ages, sages, and mages. Or, in more down-
to-earth language, “You're the same today as you'll be in five years 
except for the people you meet and the books you read.” (Charlie 
"Tremendous" Jones)

During our time off, there are many ways  we can spend time, such as by 
taking a walk, playing chess, or painting, but “Of all the diversions of life, 
there is none so proper to fill up its empty spaces as the reading of 
useful and entertaining authors.” (Joseph Addison, 1672~1719)

When one recognizes the value of books, it is easy to understand why 
we would be horrified by the many book burnings that were carried out 
throughout history. Just to give three examples, in 213 B.C. Emperor Qin 
Shi Huang ordered the burning of philosophy and history books; in 
roughly 640, the infamous destruction of the Library of Alexandria took 
place, and more recently, in 1992, the National and University Library of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina was firebombed and destroyed by Serbian 
nationalists. More than 1.5 million books, including 4,000 rare books, 478 
bound manuscripts, and 100 years of Bosnian newspapers and journals 
were lost.

Yet, perhaps the greatest crime of all is to have free access to all the 
world’s great books and not read them, which is what is  going on in the 
United States. Here are some of the abhorrent statistics:

1/3 of high school graduates  never read another book for the rest of their 
lives. 

42 percent of college graduates never read another book after college. 

70 percent of U.S. adults have not been in a bookstore in the last five 
years. 

57 percent of new books are not read to completion. 

Chuck Gallozzi
Today’s Readers are Tomorrow’s Leaders



Although the above statistics  are somewhat dated, according to its 
annual survey of American reading habits, the National Endowment for 
the Arts announced that 54.3 percent of American adults read a book for 
pleasure in 2008, down from 56.6 percent in 2002, so the trend is 
unfavorable. In fact, so few people are reading books that you can 
become an expert merely by reading five books on the same subject. 
Would you like to be in the top 25% of the world’s intellectuals? If so, all 
you have to do is read one book a month every year. How difficult is 
that? Well, if you read 15 minutes a day, every day for a year, you will 
have completed, depending on their size, 12~20 books.

Yes, the United States does publish more than 170,000 
new titles a year, but 95% of the books are purchased 
by only 5% of the people. Moreover, despite having a 
population 5X greater than the U.K., there are 20% 
more titles  published each year in England than in the 
U.S. Also, new titles in the U.K. rose by 28 per cent in 
2005~6, while they fell by 18 per cent in the U.S.

The Value of Books
1. Books are patient teachers, willingly sharing the 
wisdom of our contemporaries and forefathers. “Books 
are masters who instruct us  without rods or ferules (sticks, canes or 
paddles used to punish children) without words  (criticism) or anger, 
without bread or money. If you approach them, they are not asleep; if 
you seek them, they do not hide; if you blunder, they do not scold; if you 
are ignorant, they do not laugh at you.” (Richard De Bury, 1287~1345).

2. Our future depends on what we read after graduating from school. 
Real learning starts after graduation and is found in the books we read.

3. Imagine meeting Albert Einstein, Marcus Aurelius, or Buddha. We can 
meet them all and countless others. Philosophers, spiritual teachers, 
scientists, poets, and historical figures of every ilk invite us  to join them 
in the world of books. “Books are the true levelers. They give to all, who 
faithfully use them, the society, the spiritual presence, and the best and 
greatest of our race.” (William Ellery Channing, 1780~1842) 

4. A good book teaches us about every aspect of life, the strengths and 
foibles, the rise and fall of humanity. It introduces us to beauty, truth, and 
wisdom. Good books are manuals that guide us to the path of success 
and happiness.

5. Books teach us by example how to powerfully express ourselves 
through language.

6. Reading destroys loneliness, for when we are surrounded by books, 
we will always have friends to delight, comfort, guide, instruct, and 
inspire us. 

7. Books are the gateway to the greatest adventure of all: self-discovery.  
“Every reader finds himself. The writer's work is  merely a kind of optical 
instrument that makes it possible for the reader to discern what, without 
this  book, he would perhaps never have seen in himself.” (Marcel Proust, 
1871~1922)

8. Because of the knowledge books grant their readers, 
and because of the small number of book lovers, 
today's readers will become tomorrow's leaders. 

9. When circumstances prevent you from traveling, 
books will whisk you off to a far-off land, to a yet 
undreamt of paradise, or a Shangri-La of unimaginable 
beauty.

10. The world of books will provide you with a sanctuary 
where you can escape from the chaos, confusion, and 
clamor of everyday life.

11. Books broaden your perspective by providing a sweeping vista of the 
entirety of human experience.  “To read is to fly: it is to soar to a point of 
vantage which gives a view over wide terrains of history, human variety, 
ideas, shared experience and the fruits  of many inquiries.” (Professor 
Anthony Clifford Grayling, Birkbeck, University of London)

12. “Reading is  a means of thinking with another person's mind; it forces 
you to stretch your own.”  (Charles Scribner, Jr., 1921~1995)

13. Would that we all would appreciate books to the extent that 
Desiderius Erasmus (c.1466~1536) did, for he wrote, “When I get a little 
money, I buy books; and if any is left, I buy food and clothes.”

14. According to a 2009 Mayo Clinic Study of Aging, reading could 
decrease the risk of mild cognitive impairment (MCI), which is associated 
with Alzheimer’s disease. 

15. Bibliotherapy is  a modern form of treatment utilized to treat non-
emergency mental illness. In the United Kingdom, bibliotherapy is  a 

“You're the same today as 
you'll be in five years 
except for the people you 
meet and the books you 
read.” 

—Charlie "Tremendous" Jones



suggested treatment practiced by many therapists to treat patients with 
depression and other mood disorders. This unique therapy works by 
getting the patient to read prescribed self-help books that address their 
illness.

How to Read Books
1. My favorite piece of advice on how to read books was  given by 
Francis Bacon (1561~1626): “Read not to contradict and confute; nor to 
believe and take for granted; nor to find talk and discourse; but to weigh 
and consider.”

2. “Read nothing that you do not care to remember, and remember 
nothing you do not mean to use.” (John Stuart Blackie, aka Professor 
Blackie, 1809~1895)

3. “It is  well to read everything of something, and something of 
everything.” (Lord Henry P. Brougham, 1778~1868)

4. Apply what you learn. Don't expect self-help books to work if you don't.

5. Plan your reading and read with a purpose.

Words of Advice about Reading
1. Don’t neglect reading books that were written before you were born or 
earlier. All books, regardless of their age, are new when read for the first 
time.

2. “A good book, in the language of the book-sellers, is a salable one; in 
that of the curious, a scarce one; in that of men of sense, a useful and 
instructive one.” (Oswald Chambers, 1874~1917)

3. “Books, like friends, should be few and well chosen. Like friends, too, 
we should return to them again and again for, like true friends, they will 
never fail us -- never cease to instruct -- never cloy.” (Charles Caleb 
Colton, 1780~1832) As Charles Caleb Colton suggests, we should 
reread good books several times  during our lifetime, An important reason 
for doing so is that we are no longer the same person when we reread it, 
so each new reading will provide fresh insights.

4. Build a personal library of your favorite books so you will be able to 
follow the advice of (William) Robertson Davies (1913~1995), “A truly 
great book should be read in youth, again in maturity and once more in 

old age, as a fine building should be seen by morning light, at noon and 
by moonlight.” 

5. With the vast number of books available, choose what you read 
carefully. Why spend time poring over useless information when you 
could use the same time to grow in knowledge, understanding, and 
wisdom?

6. Potentially, books are treasures, but one that is  shut is nothing but a 
doorstop.

7. If we fail to read good books, how are we any better than an illiterate 
person?

8. Sometimes one reads a book on procrastination in order to 
procrastinate! Don’t use reading as an excuse to avoid responsibilities.

9.  “It is better to read a little and ponder a lot than to read a lot and 
ponder a little.” Denis Parsons Burkitt (1911~1993)

10. Read one book at a time. To learn efficiently, it is better to focus on 
one subject at a time. If we try to read several books at once, we divide 
our attention, absorbing less 
material from each book.

11. “Always read something that 
will make you look good if you die 
in the middle of it.” (P. J. O'Rourke) 
I couldn’t resist including this 
humorous quote, which applies to 
Elvis Presley. You see, despite his 
ignoble death (a drug overdose in 
his bathroom), it became noble 
because of what he was reading at 
the time of his  death, which was 
t h e s p i r i t u a l c l a s s i c , T h e 
Impersonal Life, by Joseph S. 
Benner, DeVorss Publications, 
1969.

Just as we can judge people by the 
company they keep, we can learn 
more about them by the books they 
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read. And whenever you meet bright people and wish to become more 
like them, find out what books they read.

You probably agree with Marcus Tullius Cicero (106~43 BC) that “A room 
without books is like a body without a soul.” To enjoy the benefits of 
reading at little cost, get a library card. And if you already have one, use 
it more often.

Also, may we all enjoy TV as much as Groucho Marx (1890~1977) who 
said, “I find television very educating. Every time somebody turns on the 
set, I go into the other room and read a book.”  

Finally, we writers of Cultivate Life Magazine only begin our articles. You 
readers finish them. For that we thank you.   ###

The Self-Improvement Handbook
free ebook to download

“The Art and Science of Success 
Distilled into One Simple But 
Powerful Life-Changing Guide!” 
Everything that happens to us happens 
in purpose. And sometimes, one thing 
leads to another. Instead of locking 
yourself up in your cage of fears and 
crying over past heartaches, 
embarrassment and failures, treat them 
as your teachers and they will become 
your tools in both self-improvement and 
success. CLICK HERE
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Daring to be Yourself
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crucial ways—or perhaps you will totally change the way 
things have been up to now. You choose, of course.

Order the ebook: Daring to be Yourself
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from Inkstone Digital.com for Adobe Reader on all platforms.
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The Essential Laws of Fearless Living is a step-by-
step guide to realizing your ultimate potential as a 
human being. DISCOVER the wise and gentle presence 
of a bright new power that lives within you...

PURCHASE NOW

"In [The Essential Laws of] Fearless Living, 
Guy Finley brilliantly describes the most 
important key to the breakthrough life."

— James Redfield, author of The Celestine Prophecy
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It's a little known - yet much denied fact - that people treat you the way 
you secretly ask to be treated. Your unspoken request that determines 
how others behave toward you is extended to — and received by — 
everyone you meet. 

What is your invisible inner life? It's the way you actually feel — as 
opposed to the way you're trying to appear — when meeting any person 
or event.

In other words, your invisible inner life is your real inner condition. It's this 
state of internal affairs that communicates with others long before any 
words are exchanged. These silent signals from your inner self are what 
a person receives first upon meeting you. The reading of them 
determines from that point forward, the basis of your relationship. This 
unseen dialogue that goes on behind the scenes whenever two people 
meet is commonly understood as "sizing one another up." But here's  the 
point of this introduction. 

We're often led to act against ourselves by an undetected weakness that 
goes before us — trying to pass itself off to others — as strength. This  is 
secret self-sabotage. It sinks us in our personal and business 
relationships as surely as a torpedo wrecks the ship it strikes. 

Any person you feel the need to control or dominate — so that he or she 
will treat you as you "think" you should be treated will always be in 
control of you and treat you accordingly. Why? Because anyone from 
whom you want something, psychologically speaking, is always in secret 
command of you. 

It would never dawn on any person to want to be more powerful or 
superior to someone else unless there was some psychic character 
within him or her that secretly felt itself to be weaker or lesser than that 
other individual. 

Any action we take to appear strong before another person is actually 
read by that person as a weakness. If you doubt this  finding, review the 
past interactions and results of your own relationships. The general rule 
of thumb is that the more you demand or crave the respect of others, the 
less likely you are to receive it. 

So it makes no sense to try and change the way others  treat you by 
learning calculated behaviors or attitude techniques in order to appear in 
charge. Stop trying to be strong. Instead, start catching yourself about to 
act from weakness. Don't be too surprised by this unusual instruction. A 
brief examination reveals its wisdom. Following are ten examples of 

10 Steps to Detect and 
Stop Secret Self-Sabotage

GUY FINLEY



where you may be secretly sabotaging yourself while wrongly assuming 
you're strengthening your position with others.

1. Fawning before people to win their favor.
2. Expressing contrived concern for someone's well being.
3. Making small talk to smooth out the edges.
4. Hanging onto someone's every word.
5. Looking for someone's approval.
6. Asking if someone is angry with you.
7. Fishing for a kind word. 
8. Trying to impress someone.
9. Gossiping.
10. Explaining yourself to others.

The next time you feel yourself about to give into any of the above 
behaviors, give yourself a quick and simple internal test. This test will 
help you check for and cancel any undetected weakness that's  about to 
make you sabotage yourself.

Here's what to do: Run a pressure check.

Here's how: Come wide awake, relax, and run a quick inner scan within 
yourself to see if that remark you're about to make, or the answer you're 
about to give without having been asked for it, is something you really 
want to do. Are you about to speak because you're afraid of some as yet 
undisclosed consequence if you don't? 

Your awareness of any pressure building within you is proof that it's 
some form of fear — and not you — that wants to do the explaining, 
fawning, impressing, blabbing, or whatever the self-sabotaging act the 
inner pressure is pushing you to commit. 

Each time you feel this pressurized urge to give yourself away, silently 
but solidly refuse to release this  pressure by giving in to its demands. It 
may help you to succeed sooner if you know that fear has no voice 
unless it tricks you into giving it one. So stay silent. Your conscious 
silence stops self-sabotage.

Special Summary: In any and every moment of your life, you are 
either in command of yourself, or you are being commanded by 
unconscious conditions within yourself.   ###

Excerpted from Design Your Destiny, by Guy Finley, Llewellyn 
Publications

Guy Finley is one of today's brightest voices in the field of self-
realization, showing men and women everywhere how to find a 
life of freedom, enduring fulfillment, and true purpose.  Director of 
the non-profit Life of Learning Foundation, Guy is the best-selling 
author of more than 35 books and tape albums on self-realization 
and higher success.  
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Affirmations
for Living Fearlessly   

Without my unconscious consent -- regardless 
of what I may have done against others, or 

myself -- the past is powerless to punish me in 
the present moment. 

Guy Finley

“Guy Finleyʼs books have
 helped millions live fuller
 more peaceful lives.”
           —Barnes & Noble

Discover for yourself
More Information > >

If you donʼt already know 
Guy Finleyʼs work here is 

a great introduction.
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Introduction
...The purpose of the [A Course In Miracles] workbook is  to train your 
mind in a systematic way to a different perception of everyone and 
everything in the world. The exercises are planned to help you 
generalize the lessons, so that you will understand that each of them is 
equally applicable to everyone and everything you see.

Transfer of training in true perception does not proceed as does transfer 
of the training of the world. If true perception has been achieved in 
connection with any person, situation or event, total transfer to everyone 
and everything is  certain. On the other hand, one exception held apart 
from true perception makes its accomplishments anywhere impossible.

The only general rules to be observed throughout, then, are: First, that 
the exercises be practiced with great specificity, as will be indicated. This 
will help you to generalize the ideas involved to every situation in which 
you find yourself, and to everyone and everything in it. Second, be sure 
that you do not decide for yourself that there are some people, situations 
or things to which the ideas are inapplicable. This  will interfere with 

transfer of training. The very nature of true perception is that it has no 
limits. It is the opposite of the way you see now.

The overall aim of the exercises is  to increase your ability to extend the 
ideas you will be practicing to include everything. This  will require no 
effort on your part. The exercises themselves meet the conditions 
necessary for this kind of transfer.

Some of the ideas the workbook presents you will find hard to believe, 
and others may seem to be quite startling. This  does not matter. You are 
merely asked to apply the ideas as you are directed to do. You are not 
asked to judge them at all. You are asked only to use them. It is their use 
that will give them meaning to you, and will show you that they are true.

Remember only this; you need not believe the ideas, you need not 
accept them, and you need not even welcome them. Some of them you 
may actively resist. None of this  will matter, or decrease their efficacy. 
But do not allow yourself to make exceptions in applying the ideas  the 
workbook contains, and whatever your reactions to the ideas may be, 
use them. Nothing more than that is required.

A COURSE IN
MIRACLES
WORKBOOK FOR STUDENTS

These weekly lessons are brought to Cultivate Life! members
by special arrangement with

FOUNDATION FOR INNER PEACE

Commencing with this issue Cultivate Life! is presenting A Course In Miracles Workbook Lessons and accompanying commentary.



Lesson 1
Nothing I see in this room [on this street, from this window, in this 
place] means anything.
Now look slowly around you, and practice applying this  idea very 
specifically to whatever you see:

            This table does not mean anything.
            This chair does not mean anything. 
            This hand does not mean anything.
            This foot does not mean anything.
            This pen does not mean anything.

Then look farther away from your immediate area, and apply the idea to 
a wider range:

            That door does not mean anything.
            This body does not mean anything. 
            This lamp does not mean anything.
            This sign does not mean anything. 
            This shadow does not mean anything.

Notice that these statements are not arranged in any order, and make 
no allowance for differences in the kinds of things to which they are 
applied. That is  the purpose of the exercise. The statement should 
merely be applied to anything you see. As you practice the idea for the 
day, use it totally indiscriminately. Do not attempt to apply it to 
everything you see, for these exercises should not become ritualistic. 
Only be sure that nothing you see is specifically excluded. One thing is 
like another as far as the application of the idea is concerned.

Each of the first three lessons should not be done more than twice a 
day each, preferably morning and evening. Nor should they be 
attempted for more than a minute or so, unless that entails a sense of 
hurry. A comfortable sense of leisure is essential.

A Course In Miracles lessons 
brought to you by www.acim.org

Lesson 2 in the next issue of Cultivate Life! magazine

A Course in Miracles
Lesson commentary by

ALLEN WATSON
Circle of Atonement

Lesson 1 • Commentary

The early lessons  do not seem particularly inspiring to most people, but 
they are carefully planned to begin undermining the ego thought 
system. "Nothing I see… anything." We are so certain, in our ego 
arrogance, that we really understand a lot of things. The lesson is trying 
to plant the idea that we don't really understand anything we see, that 
our vaunted understanding is an illusion. As long as we think we 
understand what something is  and what it means, we will not begin to 
ask the Holy Spirit for its true meaning. Our belief that we understand 
closes our mind to any higher understanding. We need to become like 
little children, who realize they do not know, and ask someone who 
does know.

Zen Mind, Beginner's Mind1 is the title of a wonderful little book that 
introduces Zen thought. The idea is  that we grow most rapidly and 
reliably when we admit we are beginners who do not know, and need 
instruction in everything. A "Beginner's  mind" is an open mind, ready to 
find unrecognized meaning in everything.

1. Shunryu Suzuki, Zen Mind, Beginner's Mind                             

This material is copyrighted by Circle of Atonement

The indispensable companion on your journey through 
the Workbook of A Course in Miracles. These books 
offer insightful teachings, personal anecdotes, detailed 
lesson instructions, and cameo essays on related 
topics such as meditation in the Course.
From Circle Publishing bookstore
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Suzy Builds a Big Sandcastle 
Suzy was keen to build a big sandcastle. In fact, she was going to try 
building the biggest sandcastle she had ever made. So she ran down to 
the beach, took out her new shovel and the biggest bucket she could find 
and began digging. 

Suzy had almost finished making her sandcastle when Billy suddenly ran 
over and knocked it down. Suzy couldn’t believe it. She felt annoyed and 
frustrated with Billy and thought, “If only he wasn’t here, I could build a 
really big sandcastle.” Just then, Suzy remembered to listen to her 
‘Special Voice’ which said: “Nobody can stop me from being a winner.”

Suzy then had a great idea. She was going to teach her little brother how 
to help her build a sandcastle. Every time he helped, she would tell him 
what a great job he was doing. Can you guess what happened when 
Suzy did this? That’s right… it worked! Suzy’s little brother helped her 
build the biggest sandcastle ever.

Suzy was glad she had listened to her ‘Special Voice’ because she 
became a winner.

Can you think of a time when you didn’t let anybody stop you from 
succeeding?   ###

For information visit www.myspecialvoice.com

‘My Special Voice’ – Empowering Kids for Life
Helping with self-esteem, courage, happy  relationships,  expressing 
feelings, health, success,  acceptance of change and teaching  children to 
listen to their inner wisdom.

by Loanne Arnell
“Iʼm a Winner, not because Iʼm the best, but because I do my best!”

http://www.myspecialvoice.com
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The customer may not 
always be right, but your 
customer is always the 
customer.

Let me give you a quick 
True-False quiz. Simply 
indicate whether the 
following statement is 
True or False: "You build 
a business on satisfied 
customers."

Almost everybody answers "True." In reality, the answer is  "False." 
Several studies have shown that about two-thirds of the customers who 
switch to other suppliers say they are "Satisfied" or "Very Satisfied" with 
their previous vendor. In today's extremely competitive, challenging 
economic environment, it is  no longer good enough to have "satisfied" 
customers. Today, you must have LOYAL, enthusiastic customers who 
stick with you.

After all, it costs at least 5 times as much to acquire a new customer as  it 
does to retain an existing one. So the bottom line is  fairly obvious. 
Customer loyalty has  a HUGE impact on your profitability as an 
organization. As marketing consultant Frank Friend points  out, 
"Compared to satisfied customers, loyal customers stay longer with the 

company, refer more potential customers, buy more, are more forgiving 
of mistakes, and are less likely to be attracted by a competitor's offer."

That being the case, you need to know how to gauge a customer's 
loyalty. And the gauging test is fairly simple. The more willingly and the 
more strongly a customer recommends your product or service to his/her 
friends and colleagues, the more loyal your customer tends to be.

So how do you create LOYAL customers? By forming an emotional bond 
with your customers. By exceeding your customers' expectations. And by 
giving your customers  a "WOW" experience. As Lisa Daley, the founder 
of The Bakery At Four Corners, puts it, "There are dozens of other 
places my customers can go. I want to make sure they enjoy coming 
here."

Here are a few things from my on-site training program you can do to 
create a "WOW" experience for your customers. (And if you're interested 
in having me talk about "Creating Moments of Magic: Moving From 
Customer Service To Customer Enthusiasm" at your next meeting, go to 
http://srv.ezinedirector.net/?n=3612497&s=58929332 You can find a 
complete outline of the program there.)

1. Give each customer an enthusiastic greeting.
That's what the receptionist does at one of the corporations where I 
speak. She greets everyone who comes through the door or passes by 
her desk. And she does it with obvious gusto. In fact, I was so impressed 

Dr. Alan Zimmerman
Revealed
the Secret to Customer Loyalty

http://srv.ezinedirector.net/?n=3612497&s=58929332
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by her communication skills that I asked her about that. Her response? 
"I'm not just the lady who answers the phone or logs in visitors. I'm the 
Director of First Impressions."

How true! The CEO of that organization could probably take a week off, 
and no one would notice. But if she took a week off, everybody would 
notice, and everyone might suffer. So make sure you greet your 
customers, and greet them well.

Avoid the flat, monotone, it's-really-a-hassle tone of voice. Put some 
energy into your greeting. Look at your customer. And smile.

Unfortunately, too many organizations have salespeople or clerks who 
don't even bother to use this very basic customer service skill. These 
days ... you can pay for your purchase at a store without the cashier 
uttering a single word. And to my way of thinking, that is  abominable and 
inexcusable.

2. Demonstrate genuine caring.
Avoid meaningless, worn-out phrases and cliches. The comedian 
Groucho Marx despised the empty cliches of business correspondence. 
So one day, when he received a letter from a bank manager that said, "If 
I can be of any service to you, do not hesitate to call on me," Groucho 
decided to take action. He immediately took pen to paper and sent the 
following note to the bank manager, "Dear sir: The best thing you can do 
to be service to me is to steal some money from the account of one of 
your richest clients and credit it to mine."

To demonstrate genuine caring, make sure you mean what you say. And 
be a bit more creative in your communication than the overused "How 
are you?" question and the ever-expected "Fine" response.

Take that extra step. Assist your customers with whatever they need ... 
and if you can't help, find someone who can. DON'T ever tell your 
customers, "I don't work in this department ... That's  not my job ... or ... I 
just started here." Remember, you can ALWAYS do something to show 
your caring and help your customer.

Don't be like the clerk Andrea Foy mentions in her book, "Hire Power: 
How to Find, Get and Keep a Job." She was browsing the aisle of a 
home improvement store, looking for something, when she saw an 
employee walking by. Foy asked the employee for help, to which the 
employee responded with a terse "I'm on my break" and kept walking.

3. Make your customer feel special.
That feeling is at the very heart of the "WOW" experience. As further 
illustrated in her book, Foy contrasted two examples of service in two 
different hair salons. She said, "I had my best salon experiences at a 
high-end department store in downtown Minneapolis. Every time I 
walked in for service, the receptionist greeted me with a smile and asked 
who I was there to see. She checked to see if my stylist was available 
and if not, informed me as  to how long the wait would be. If the wait was 
too long, she asked if I wanted to reschedule for later in the day. If the 
phone rang, she excused herself to answer it."

"My stylist greeted me with a smile and asked if I wanted a beverage or 
fruit. Once in the chair, my stylist's  focus was on me, not himself, another 
stylist, or his  next customer. He asked, 'Do you have any special 
requests or just the usual?' And on Fridays, he asked if I was going out 
and wanted the works. I looked forward to the experience. The prices 
weren't any more expensive than I had paid at other salons, but the tips 
sure were."

That's a "WOW!" Do you make your customers feel that special? I hope 
so. Your economic future depends on it.

Foy contrasted her Minneapolis experience with another one in Atlanta. 
She said, "I got up early one Saturday morning and decided to do my 
hair for a big event that night. Several hours later, I realized that I had 
made a mess. A salon around the corner from my apartment advertised, 
'Walk-ins are welcome.' on the front window. I called ahead to ask if I 
could come in, but no one answered. Desperately, I put on a hat and 
drove over anyway."

"I walked in to see three or four ladies working at stations. Not one of 
them acknowledged me. After an uncomfortable minute, one beautician 
asked, 'Can I help you?' I asked if it was possible for me to get a walk-in 
appointment."

"The beautician looked away, nodded her head, and sighed. I stood at 
the door for about twenty minutes while she finished her customer. 
Finally, she nodded for me. I sat in the chair and started to tell her about 
my adventurous attempt to glamorize, when she interrupted me to 
answer the phone. She never asked how I wanted my hair. She didn't 
ask my name or tell me hers. When she wasn't talking on her cell phone, 



she was talking to the other stylists. When she was finished, I tipped her 
because she fit me in and did a good job, but I never went back."

Notice Foy's  last line. Even though she tipped the beautician, and even 
though she was somewhat satisfied with the service, she never went 
back. She did not become a loyal customer. That tells me you've got to 
do more than offer satisfactory service these days. You've got to make 
your customer feel special as well.

4. Pay attention to details.
Customer service champions know that good enough is never good 
enough. They know that even the little things count in building an overall 
"WOW" experience. The little detail may be as simple as thanking a 
customer for taking the time to come into your store. After all, they could 
have gone to your competitor's store or the Internet to do their shopping.

The little detail may be thanking your customer for doing business with 
you. If you can believe it, some service reps  even fail to follow through 
on this  simple but absolutely critical detail. When Jay Leno told a clerk 
she didn't thank him for his  purchase, she responded with an uppity, "It's 
printed on the back of your receipt."

External customers notice the little details, but so do your coworkers or 
internal customers. Tom Connellan talks  about that in his  book, "Inside 
The Magic Kingdom: Seven Keys To Disney Success."

For example, the horse-head hitching posts on Main Street in Disney 
World are not only accurate, well-made replicas of 19th century posts, 
but they are always clean and shiny. And do you know why? Or how 
that's even possible?

Well, the posts are stripped down and repainted ... almost every single 
day. Of course, not all 37 posts  get the same wear, but the high wear 
points are done every night, so they will look fresh in the morning. In fact, 
the starting time for painting varies ... depending on the temperature and 
humidity so the paint will be dry by the time the park opens the next 
morning.

You may wonder, why would Disney bother to lavish this much care on 
mere hitching posts? Most customers would not even know the 
difference if they were maintained less often. But attention to detail is 
part of the company's culture. It creates a subtle, overall, magical 

"WOW" feeling when you're in the Magic Kingdom, and it inspires the 
Disney employees as well.

Another example is the carousel paint. Each carousel part colored gold 
is  painted, not with gold-colored paint, but with 23-karat gold-leaf paint. 
Few cast members can tell the difference on their own, but they all have 
been told it is 23-karat gold-leaf paint (at the "Traditions" orientation they 
receive), and that's important to them. It's a way of letting the Disney 
employees know that Disney goes all out for its guests/customers.

As one Disney employee put it, "Sometimes cleaning up the carousel is 
not a pleasant task, and we need to be reminded why we do it -- for the 
kids, for our guests. The gold-leaf paint is 
a very important symbol. You see, it 
would be easy to do the job halfway and 
excuse it by saying, 'What's  the point of 
paying fanatical attention to detail on 
something guests won't even notice?'"

As the employee concluded, "The real 
gold reminds us  that we take care of the 
equipment, the facilities, the grounds for 
all our guests, because guests are our 
true gold, our reason for existence. If it 
weren't for them, we wouldn't even exist. 
No guests, no nothing."

Action:
Think of 3 things you can do this  week to 
make your customers feel special, and 
then do it.   ###

As a best-selling author 
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An Interesting Funeral    
One day all the employees of a very unusual company reached their 
office and all saw a big sign on the main door which said this: 
"Yesterday, the person who has been hindering your growth in this 
company passed away. We invite you to join the funeral in the room that 
has been prepared in the gym." 

In the beginning, they all got sad for the death of one of their colleagues, 
but after a while they started getting curious to know who was that 
person who hindered the growth of their colleagues and the company 
itself? 
 
The excitement in the gym was such that security agents were ordered 
to control the crowd within the room. The more people reached the 
coffin, the more the excitement heated up. 

Everyone thought: 'Who is this person who was hindering my progress?" 

One by one the intrigued employees got closer to the coffin, and when 
they looked inside it, they suddenly became speechless.

They all got to stand near the coffin, and all ended up shocked and in 
silence, as if someone had touched the deepest part of their soul.  

There was a mirror inside the coffin: everyone who looked inside it could 
see themselves!  There was also a sign next to the mirror that said:  
"There is only one person who is capable of setting limits to your growth: 
IT IS YOU!" 

Your life does not change when your boss changes, when your friends 
change, when your parents change, when your husband or wife 
changes, when your company changes, when your church changes, 
when your location changes, when your money changes, when your 
status changes ...
No, your life changes when YOU change, when you go beyond your 
limiting beliefs. 

Examine yourself, watch yourself. Don't be afraid of difficulties, 
impossibilities and losses. Be a winner, build yourself and your reality. 
It's the way you face Life itself that makes the difference. 

~Author Unknown~ 
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Mark Twain once said that he wasn’t interested in going to heaven. After 
all how could it be heaven if he couldn’t do the things that were fun to 
him here on earth? Exactly. The same sentiment is found in all of us 
whether we are aware of it or not. 

In my mid twenties I started telling anyone who was within two feet of me 
about God and heaven. I was a new convert to the principles  of One 
Mind and perfection. I talked and talked, and people balked and balked. 
What didn’t they like? They didn’t like the idea of perfection. Yuck — 

Boring! Where is  the fun? Where is  the drama? Where is the comfort? 
Where is the excitement? 

I was stunned into silence and thought. How could perfection be boring? 
What was I thinking that they weren’t? They were thinking of perfection 
as done, finished, never changing. I was thinking of perfection as 
perfection in all ways; perfection as always changing, unfolding and 
supplying all that we need, including fun and excitement.

Two words that often describe heaven are balance and harmony. Are 
these two states boring? 

Harmony is  the fullness of many notes blended in infinite ways to 
produce unlimited variations of sound. One note alone is not harmony. 
Harmony assumes a variety of forms, but it is not boring. 

Balance is  not static. Anyone who has ever tried to balance knows that 
hundreds of little muscles  in the body move constantly to produce what 
looks like a still point. Balance is not boring. 

Webster’s dictionary defines heaven as, “Any place of supreme 
happiness or great comfort; perfect felicity; bliss; a sublime or exalted 
condition; as, a heaven of delight. A heaven of beauty.” The brightest 
heaven of invention.” And, “The dwelling place of the Deity; the abode of 
bliss; the place or state of the blessed after death.” 

Does this mean we have to die to reach heaven? Yes and No. And this 
may be the reason for our resistance to heaven here and now. It’s not 
only because we think it is  boring, but we also think we will have to 
change to get there. 

Absolutely true, we will have to change. It is easier to resist heaven 
because we think it is boring, than to resist heaven becomes it is 
demanding. To be in Eden, paradise, nirvana, heaven, Promised Land, 
Shangri-la (any place of complete bliss and delight and peace) we have 
to give up preconceived notions about what is harmony or bliss. We have 
to yield to the Divine Ego. We must grow. 

I planted morning glories outside my porch and watched as the tendrils 
searched for places to twine. I was constantly untwisting the branches as 
they twined in onto themselves because I had neglected to place enough 
places for them grow onto. As I untwisted I reflected that it is the morning 
glories’ nature to twine. Nothing will stop the irresistible movement of that 
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drive. Our nature is  to twine too, to grow outward, express  ourselves and 
bloom. But, we often neglect to provide a place to grow, or where we are 
growing is too weak to hold our weight. We will then twine back into 
ourselves and call it anger, boredom, depression, rebellion. To bloom 
and grow as intended we must provide the structure of Truth. 

Just as our understanding of musical harmony improves with study so 
does our understanding of Spiritual harmony. As we become more aware 
of God, what we consider fun changes. We will have to change. We will 
have to die to what we used to think was harmony and for us has 
become discord. 

In balance what is “still” is  the mind. I visited my parents’ gym and tried 
out a piece of equipment that required balance. As  I stepped onto the 
equipment my mom said, “Keep your mind still.” If we keep our mind still 
in what we know as heaven, the awareness of our being in One Mind, 
we always have balance. 

It is easy to be in heaven. We are already here. “The kingdom of heaven 
is  within.” What can be hard is being conscious of it, acknowledging and 
living it. It can feel hard to give up what we already know not to be 
harmony. But it is only hard if we hold on to a limited boring sense of 
perfection. This perfection is  the one we think we have to produce, be 
responsible for, and maintain. This perfection is really personal ego and 
the limited sense of self; hanging on hoping it doesn’t have to die. 

Supreme happiness is different for each of us at different times of our 
lives. Like balance, heaven is not static. What heaven demands of us is 
the willingness to die. Not die as the physical death of the body, but the 
death of a point of view; actually many points  of view; all of them limited 
and ego driven. The word perfection implies movement and all that 
would be necessary for us to consider something perfect. Nothing about 
perfection is boring. 

Give up personal ego for the One Ego, become conscious of only Love 
and in less than a moment heaven appears. Bliss is defined in Buddhism 
or Hinduism as a “state of blissful peace and harmony beyond the 
suffering and passions of individual existence; a state of oneness  with 
eternal spirit.” Since the eternal spirit is  God, and God is the all and only 
creator, power, movement, growth, joy, fun, activity, and we are that 
expression of all that God is, then can heaven be boring?  Not!   ###

We have all wished that we knew "then" what 
we know now.  Imagine what it would be like if 
we could turn back the clock and relive all 
those pivotal points  in our lives. What choices 
would we make differently? We can't go back, 
but we can pass on that knowledge to those 
we love so that their lives are easier.  If you 
have you ever dreamed about teaching those 
you love all that you have learned through the 
hard knocks of life then you will understand 
exactly what A Woman's ABC's of Life can is  all 
about.
There is  no reason why anyone has to learn 
the same lessons someone else has learned 
before them.  

PDF format, $4.95   CLICK HERE

A Womanʼs ABCs of Life   
by Beca Lewis
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This  week I had a series of conversations that drove home the absolute 
reality that there are clear differences between the winners and losers in 
life.

I know some folks  object to classifying people as winners or losers, and 
of course, no honest, hard-working person is ever truly a "loser." I don't 
want to be mean or harsh about that.

But facts are facts. Some people make better decisions, get better 
results, achieve more and enjoy more happiness than other people. And, 
the shocking thing is that we all know it has  nothing to do with talent, 
education, money, parents or background. Sure, on the margins those 
things play a small part, but we all know people who came to this country 
with nothing and did well in every sense of the world. They got an 
education, did work they enjoyed, earned a living and raised a loving 
family. In short, starting from nothing and with the odds against them, 
they did well. I call them winners.

And others  start with tons of apparent advantages in terms of 
background, education, talent or whatever, and manage to create lives  of 
chaos, pain and frustration. I call them losers because they never seem 
to figure out how to manage their own lives.

This  week, I talked with some amazing people who started with little or 
nothing and found ways to make huge differences in this world. I also 
talked with people who were eager to tell me about the wonderful things 

they've had in their lives, but they were asking for help 
because they've pretty much messed it all up.

What are the differences? Many books have been 
written and I suspect there is more to it that this, but let 
me list four observations:

1. Winners live orderly lives. Losers seem to focus  on 
"bright, shiny objects" while winners seem more 
organized, more structured. Losers seem more 
impulsive, while winners  are more likely to ponder, seek 
advice, ask experts, make plans and build slowly. I 
suspect losers  live faster, more dramatic or exciting 
lives, and I suspect winners are quieter, even somewhat 
boring people. You can go for drama and excitement, or 

the satisfaction of success. Choose well.

2. Winners know themselves. Winners know the two or three things  they 
value. They know their priorities and are very slow to change them. 
Losers seem more passionate and more quixotic in their quest for the 
next big thing. They seem to run hot-and-cold, flushed with excitement 
one moment, disappointed the next, then quickly moving to something 
new. Winners seem more stable, more focused, more reliable.

3. Winners read. I've noted this many times and I love the quote that 
"those who do not read are no better off than those who cannot read." 
I'm constantly struck that losers don't have the time or patience to read, 
while winners are constantly learning new things. They read history and 
biography, novels, magazines, business and science fiction. Winners 
learn from other people's experience and ideas. Losers seem to reinvent 
the wheel every day.

4. Winners  hang with winners. I believe it was Jim Rohn who observed 
that "you are the average of the five people you spend the most time 
with." Winners are picky about their friends. They choose their 
associates -- friends and colleagues, organizations and even 
neighborhoods -- very carefully. Losers  are more eclectic in their choices. 
They may be more "inclusive" but it seems to distract them and lower 
their results. Winners  watch and learn from people who are slightly 
ahead of them in terms of success.

Philip E. Humbert

Four Essentials of 
Every Day Winners



There are hundreds of books, audio and video programs, workshops, 
classes and conferences on the secrets to success. What strikes me is 
not the differences or insights from one program to another, but the 
profound difference in who attends! The public library is open to 
everyone, but only the few take advantage of it. The workshops are open 
to all, but only about 4% of Americans attend even one conference per 
year! You should be one of them.

Take charge and create the life you truly want. In many ways, a 
successful life is  far easier, simpler and vastly more pleasant than a life 
of chaos and failure! Get where it's good! Read what winners read! Do 
what winners do! This is not difficult or mysterious. Go for the best!  ###

Eastern Wisdom 
by Richard A. Singer Jr.  

www.RickSinger.ky
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“The greatest revelation is stillness.”     
—Lao Tzu

Meditation
Be still and experience the natural ecstasy of this sacred moment.  
Embrace the all-pervading Universal Energy that surrounds you 
and allow it to penetrate your entire being.  This bliss you feel is 
the genuine nature of life.  Remember that this dynamic energy is 
constantly available to you; you must simply allow it to enter and 
fuse with the heart of your genuine being.  

Real Life Application
Sit in nature for an extended period of time and concentrate 
entirely on the connection of your breath and the air that 
surrounds you.  This is the energy of the Universe.  It is present 
wherever you are.  Your direct link to this source is your breath. 
You are this source; if you are still and unite with the invisible 
energy of the cosmos you will see, feel, and become one with 
this miraculous force.

Dr Humbert is a Success Strategist, author and popular speaker. 
Imagine what's possible! To inquire about having him speak to your 

group or organization, or to schedule an initial consultation, contact him 
or visit his site at  Philip Humbert.com.

Liberate Your Self
The Courage to Let Go 

and Live Fearlessly
Find the heart of fearless living in 

over 7 hours of life-changing audio 
material on 8 CDs

Guy Finley's Latest Audio Program

Fantastic Value
CLICK HERE FOR FULL DETAILS
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www.trans4mind.com/unexplainable

Meditation Within Minutes
"Theta Meditation is said to be the 

"Gateway to Eternal Bliss"
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The world thrives  on one crisis after another.  When one crisis has run its 
course another comes up others to take its place.  This  is as predictable 
as the sunrise.  The Gulf oil situation is our current “crisis du jour”.
This  kind of “news” brings out all the gurus, self-appointed “experts”, 
analysts only too willing to share their views on the subject.  However 
articulate they may be, seldom, if ever, do they offer any viable solution 
to the problem.  And if they do, it is usually challenged with hostility and 
rejection by other “experts”.
Is there a real solution?  Of course there is!  Every problem, every crisis, 
every conflict, whether personal, professional, corporate, national or 
international can only be resolved by adherence to the self-evident fact 
that no problem can be solved from within the consciousness that  
created it.  

We are reminded by Aldus  Huxley that, “Facts do not cease to exist 
because they are ignored”.  However difficult it may seem, the law 
demands that we see through the evidence offered by a troubled world.

Ask yourself, “Where does the catastrophe take place?  Think about it.  
The only PLACE it can occur is  in your conscious awareness.  Your 
experiences take place within you; they are not a “something” that 
occurs externally “out there” somewhere. It is your mindset that 
“determines and influences events and circumstances” (Webster), not 
the other way around.
Everything real is embodied in the universe which is defined by Webster 
as, “The whole body of things observed or assumed; including the 
whole without limit or exception and accruing everywhere”.   This 
universe is devoid of human reactions. It is infinite and entertains no 
qualified or quantified position.  It just IS.

QUESTION: The infinite universe, being the only reality, wherein does 
this finite “thing” they call a “crisis” come from?

ANSWER:  It doesn’t come from anywhere.  What is termed a “crisis” is 
only the absence or unawareness of the universe’s unchallenged 
perfection.  It is an illusory, misinterpretation of the harmony and balance 
already in full operation in the universe of which we are inexorable 
linked.  

As difficult as it may seem, in reality the only way we can experience this 
illusory “thing” they call a crisis is to accept it as  real.  To the degree that 
we can separate ourselves from it and identify ourselves with the 
“controlling forces of the universe without limit or exception”, can we 
prove it in the “events and circumstances” that comprise our life 
experiences.

Any crisis is  difficult.  They are those relatively rare times when we are 
confronted with an intense sudden, unexpected event that is life-altering.  
Such is  the case for millions  who find themselves impacted by the BP oil 
spill, the tornados of the mid-west, the recent floods in Nashville floods, 
the declining financial environment, etc.

That these catastrophic events are unreal illusions is more than a nice 
comfortable philosophical, abstract or academic statement.   They are 
the natural effects  of universal laws and principles.  It is we who put the 
“crisis” label on them.  They are adhering to the LAW!  “Law” is defined 
by Webster as, “A rule or principle that always works and is 
enforced by a governing authority”.
Like it or not, the laws and principles that maintain the integrity if the 
universe (“the whole body of things observed or assumed; including the 
whole without limit or exception and accruing everywhere”.) are in full 
operation right now independent of our human reaction to them.

DAVIS GOSS
Understanding the “Crisis du jour”



It’s not always easy to meet such adverse circumstances, but there is 
scientific justification for knowing that the unseen powers of a perfect 
universe are committed to your well being.
So, if you find yourself in the midst of a life-altering crisis, know, with an 
absolute commitment, that it is mandated by the universe that “This too 
shall pass”.  
I can speak with some authority.  My wife and I found ourselves in New 
Orleans when hurricane Katrina hit.  We lost our home and everything in 
it (including some very valuable antiques).  We were forced into a 
survival mode for four days while maintaining the principles of this 
mindset.

Through the seemingly miraculous unfolding of circumstances, we found 
ourselves in a new, fully furnished apartment in New England where we 
were born and brought up.  We “lost” everything but gained a new life 
style where all our needs are abundantly met.   We are better off now 
than before the “event”.  Some people say we were “lucky” but it was no 
more luck than the fact that 2 + 2 = 4 is “luck”.   It was our strict 
adherence to natural laws and principles that eliminated a false 
appearance and allowed us top bear witness to the natural harmony of 
the universe.
I have a favorite saying I have displayed in my home which reminds me 
that when I adhere diligently to the principles of the proper mindset, to 
“unseen forces will come to your aid”!  I have proven this more times 
than I can remember.

Under all circumstances, constructive or destructive, all we can do is  to 
be impersonal observers of the perfect, uninterrupted rhythm of the 
universe.  From this perspective, all the evidences  of chaos and crisis 
have no more power or authority over our world than the belief that 2 + 2 
= 6.  ###

Let us touch the dying, the poor, the 
lonely and the unwanted according to 
the graces we have received and let us 

not be ashamed or slow to do the 
humble work. 

—Mother Teresa

Davis Goss is a creative consultant, with particular expertise in problem 
solving, with more than 50 years experience.  His latest book, “The 
Science of LIVING BETTER FOREVER”, presents a compelling rationale 
for challenging conventional problem solving techniques and adopting his 
unique approach which is based solely on proven, scientific natural laws 
and principles.   It can be downloaded from his website at:  
www.livingbetterforever.com

Email: ideaguy@davisgoss.com
Blog:  www.davisgoss.com
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Jesus said, “I tell you the truth, if you have faith as small as a mustard 
seed, you can say to this mountain, 'Move from here to there' and it will 
move. Nothing will be impossible for you.“

~Matthew 17:20 (NIV).

Many people are routinely twisted up in theological wreckages over 
Scripture verses like this one. Jesus is merely using a rank hyperbole to 
demonstrate a principle that's so real to life it beckons our utmost 
attention. He's  merely using a literary device he always used in the vocal 
sense; indeed hyperbole is used throughout the Bible and actually in all 
cultures.

But, here's the principle...

I see this miracle occurring in my world, all around me, all the time. 
Whenever people are found relying on a God-filled hope they achieve 
little and large things that beforehand were considered improbable to 
impossible - when essentially no one would back them.

Seeing miracles is an everyday fact for those with eyes to see and ears 
to hear.

The Real Focus on Impossibility
Jesus is not interested in debating little points of technicality. He certainly 
doesn't want us to either. Jesus hated the technocrat tactics of the 

religious legalists and scribes. Technicalities miss the point - the wood is 
not seen for the trees. Technicalities get us nowhere near the realisation 
of impossibilities.

Instead, Jesus has for us this  gorgeous faith-reality that smiles  humbly 
and faithfully at the jaws of impossibility and goes about what it can 
anyway!

In this is raw focus. When we set our eyes on the Lord (Hebrews 12:2) 
and go to enth length to abide in him (John 15:7) we find we can do all 
things. Moving mountains, I'd suggest, are never an interest for us (for 
what would be the point?), but equivalent challenges exist, and in the 
Spirit that is hidden in us (Colossians 3:3), we will conquer them by 
God's will if we're patient beyond the encroaching fear of the world.

Conquering the Fear of the World
This  really is an easy thing; it only seems hard. We make it hard, or at 
least harder than it should be. 
When something impossible comes against us our faith is  put to the 
instant test.

What is our attitude? Is it shrinking - paralysing us to the odds - or does it 
go against the flow of the worldly pressures on us and become pleasant? 
Enjoying the difficulties is not hard. It is just a decision.

Steve’s Blog

Steve Wickham
Fumbling Patiently With Impossibility 
What it Means to LIVE the Life of Faith
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Faith and Madness
This  might actually seem like madness. Of course, we'd think this  way 
because it's so foreign to us. Can I suggest that many of the 'impossible' 
feats of human achievement have taken place in just this  faith-suggested 
mindset - the belief that this thing or that thing could be done, despite the 
odds, attitudes, knockers and actual constraints.

Fumbling is Okay
It is okay to fumble and fail our way through impossibilities, ignoring the 
critics  - even those in our own minds, provided we do so patiently and 
cheerfully.

Faith like this is  practical. It's acceding to the will of God to truly rely on 
him - the all-conquering Spirit. And we will win. It is already won.   ###

No Excuses!
The Power of Self-Discipline 
[Hardcover]

List Price: $25.95
Amazon Price: $17.13

Brian Tracy
You don’t need to have been born under a 
lucky star, or with incredible wealth, or with 
terrific contacts and connections, or even 
special skills...but what you do need to 
succeed in any of your life goals is self-
discipline. Unfortunately, most people give in 
to the two worst enemies of success: they 

take the path of least resistance (in other words, they’re lazy) and/or 
they want immediate gratification: they don’t consider the long-term 
consequences of the actions they take today.
No Excuses! shows you how you can achieve success in all three 
major areas of your life:

1. Your personal goals.
2. Your business and money goals.
3. Your overall happiness.

Each of the 21 chapters in this book shows you how to be more 
disciplined in one aspect of your life, with end-of-chapter exercises to 
help you apply the “no excuses” approach to your own life. With these 
guidelines, you can learn how to be more successful in everything 
you do—instead of wistfully envying others who you think are just 
“luckier” than you. A little self-discipline goes a long way...so stop 
making excuses and read this book!

BUY NOW FROMkdsnidfugfweuwvftsdwefegrhergebrgf
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Each week we produce an audio version of 
Cultivate Life! Magazine, including 3 selected 
articles, called the Cultivate Life! Podcast. You 
can subscribe freely at the iTunes Store and 
receive it automatically - or find it here at:
http://www.learnoutloud.com/Product/
M006867/59115

PODCAST
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Steve Wickham is a Registered Safety Practitioner (BSc, FSIA, 
RSP[Australia]) and a qualified, unordained Christian minister 
(GradDipBib&Min). His blogs are at: http://epitemnein-
epitomic.blogspot.com/ and http://inspiringbetterlife.blogspot.com/ and 
http://tribework.blogspot.com/.  He ministers via Twitter and Facebook - 
http://www.facebook.com/steve.j.wickham.  Steve welcomes likeminded 
friends.
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Is religion an addiction? What is  the definition of addiction and if religion 
is  an addiction; how does it work? What causes sane, intelligent people 
to succumb to the power of religion? What aspect of religion keeps 
people in the faith when their intellect is telling them to get out?

Definition: Psychological and bodily dependence on a substance or 
practice which is beyond voluntary control.

As I begin to write this I am forcing myself to type every letter. Something 
is  compelling me to go one even in my reluctance; and I have never 
turned away from that inner voice. I still have the option of not publishing 
the article when it’s finished. I am always curious about the journey some 
of these articles take me. My step son operates a successful addiction 
treatment program, so this will give me an opportunity to do some 
bonding. 

There is nothing that man does which is inherently right or wrong, these 
are religious concepts. However, given what man says he wants  for 
himself and the world, there are some things that he does, which doe’s 
not work for him. They take him the long way around. War, religion, and 
drugs are all addictions which effect humanities evolution and well being. 
There is  nothing wrong with these things – they are physical 
manifestations of humanities thoughts about whom and what it is. 
However, his participation in them could be considered insanity if in the 

process of engaging in any of them, they do not take him to the 
experience of his  own desires. In other words, if taking a pain killer does 
not relieve the pain, then it is insanity to continue using it unless you 
have become addicted.

I don’t really want to write about addiction, especially religious addiction. 
All of us  have some kind of addiction. Television is the world’s  number 
one addiction, followed by coffee and alcohol. 

Much of the time my articles are written for just one person; this is one of 
those articles. I do not want to change the world, and drugs and religion 
are part of the physical experience. My only personal gain is  to change 
my perspective of the world. The world is  the way it is because it is how 
most people want it; otherwise it would be different. The world is also the 
way it is  because religion is practiced by 84% of the world community, 
therefore people’s root thoughts will be influenced by it. What I know and 
what I must pass on here needs to be addressed to this  person that I do 
not know. Others will also benefit from the awareness. My article is  not 
about drugs, religion or addiction. It is really about empowerment. I want 
to empower people to take responsibility for the awesome power that 
they have to create the world they wish to experience. This article and all 
the other articles I write are about giving you an option to move away 
from the current mind set that you have that dis-empowers you.
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For the record I am not against religion; I am against anything which 
inhibits man’s natural evolution; addictions do that. They disempower 
and create dependency. Dependency leads to exploitation and abuse. 
But even addiction can lead to something better, in fact once the 
addiction has  been identified and treated; it most often leads to a better 
life experience. 

There is a saying; “I cannot tell you my story, while you are busy telling 
me yours.” There is another one that I have made up. “I can not create 
my story while I am busy telling yours.”

While under the influence of an addiction, religion or drugs; you are not 
telling your story, you are telling the story of addiction. Your road and 
purpose will be cyclical, going around and around in circles until you 
have ended it one way or the other. While under the influence of a belief 
system, you are telling its story. A story which was told thousands of 
years ago, told and retold until it doesn’t even resemble 
the original story. A story that is so far out of date, it 
sucks you in, and keeps you locked in a time that goes 
nowhere. It is  not possible to move to the next step while 
you are chained to the one you have just taken. Religion 
and drugs are regressive, each wanting to hold you in its 
control and to bring others under its power; addiction has 
a life of its own. Both religion and drugs are manifested 
or maintained by mind control – your mind out of control.

In my own story, I was raised in the Christian belief. As 
children we attended many different denominations. I 
was confirmed in the Anglican Church; I sang in the United Church choir, 
and had a girlfriend who happened to be a Pentecostal preacher’s 
daughter. Every one of them wanted to own me, they seduced, enticed 
and threatened; I was lucky to escape. The positive results of the 
experience were an increased awareness which brought me to this 
moment. It was one step leading to another with few scars. I consider 
myself very fortunate for having the experience. Religion has had its 
moment for me, some very positive. There is  another expression; 
“Everything in moderation.” For most of us, a drink of alcohol will not kill 
us, but once you let it take control; you are lost. Attending any religious 
ceremony and learning about the faith will not lead you to dependency 
as long as you value your freedom and individuality more.

There is always the danger that in an unguarded moment you will move 
past the point of no return and surrender to the powerful seduction that is 
presented to you.

 Whether it is the first drink or the first meeting, you must be clear in your 
mind what it is that you want to get from the experience. You must never 
let go of that thought. You are dealing with powerful forces and after a 
period of time, if you are not experiencing what you want, you must get 
out quickly. You must also keep in mind that your experience is now in 
this  life. Everything that you experience must relate to this  lifetime. 
Promises of an afterlife do you little good here and now. There is no way 
that you can ever prepare for something that you know nothing of. If you 
are taking the word of another or have faith in a religion to clarify this for 
you; you are making a huge sacrifice. Religions were made up (4-5 
thousand of them exist today) by man. They are institutions which have 
their own agenda. 

Religion and faith are chosen emotionally, not 
intellectually. People are motivated and kept in 
religion or faith, by fear. If at anytime you consider 
changing your beliefs or deviate from its doctrine and 
you feel any sense of fear; you are addicted. Every 
addicted person believes they have control over their 
habit. They all say the same thing; that they can walk 
away from it at any time. In religion you are always 
damned if you do and damned if you don’t. You are 
always in fear of being damned. And because 

religion is all about emotion, not intellect, you will always  be a prisoner of 
your emotions.

Using information that I have gathered from the internet, the latest data 
says that 84% of the world’s population is religious. This is the path most 
have chosen. So it is no wonder the world is  the way it is today. Most of 
the population is influenced by religion; not yet ready to take the next 
evolutionary step. This  current step in the influence of religion has lasted 
for thousands of years. Perhaps it is appropriate considering humanity 
moves very slowly in relationship to human lifecycles. 

For the 16% of the population who are free; trying to change the minds 
of the majority is futile and a waste of time. The world does not have to 
be changed. It is  your own personal perspective that needs changing. 

There is always the danger 
that in an unguarded 
moment you will move 
past the point of no return 
and surrender to the 
powerful seduction that is 
presented to you.



Each of us  creates our own world and our 
personal circumstances. We are all free to do 
that, even while under the influence. The only 
thing the 16% can do for the rest is  to 
demonstrate an alternative that works. 

In my view, if you can demonstrate that what 
you believe in, brings you all that you desire in 
your current physical life, then you have 
chosen well. Under the influence of addiction, 
many forget what they truly want and 
reverberate the perceived benefits of their 
addiction or the futility and despair that they 
now feel. The motivating feeling behind drug or 
religious addiction is the same; it’s fear.

It is sometimes frustrating for me to agree to 
help someone with an issue when I find that 
they are not willing to let go of the thought 
process that got them into the situation in the 
first place. What many people look for is 
immediate relief from a current situation, but for 
the most part it is  a waste of time; theirs and 
mine. What good does it do to fix a wound 
caused by a dull, rusty knife, if you are not 
willing to get it sharpened before you use it 
again? To think that you can do the same thing 
over and over again using the same thoughts, 

and expect a different result, is the effect of an 
addiction to a defective mind set.

I recently received an email from someone I 
have been helping for several months. He has 
been chasing his tail trying to figure out why his 
circumstances won’t change for the better. I 
have given him all the information that he 
needs to begin to heal himself; but he 
continues with his search. He was aware 
enough to know that what he currently believed 
in was not helping him. So he started searching 
outside of his comfort zone to find the answers. 
Finally after all these months his  email revealed 
why he is failing in his quest.

He wrote that he was not willing to let go of his 
current beliefs  because they gave him structure 
and purpose. What a revelation! It is easier and 
more desirable (comfortable) to live within the 
limitations of one’s own thinking than to let go 
of it with uncertain results. It is all about fear; it 
is  fear that is the crippling element of our own 
evolution to higher awareness  and the power 
and responsibility that it brings with it.

 “You cannot solve any problem in the same 
state of consciousness in which it was created.”  
~Albert Einstein   ###

Reconnect with your past.  Where have you 
been in life?  What challenges have you 
overcome?  Who was important in your 
upbringing?  Let your heart guide you in how 
to respond to these questions.

Consider where you are burning out.  Burn out 
is a major cause of spiritual depression.  Find 
out where all your energy is leaking out.  
Perhaps you just need to take a break.

Address myths you believe about yourself.  
Our mind is always making up stories about 
ourselves that are just not true.  Combat these 
myths with truths that you know from reality.

Talk to many different leaders of faith.  They 
are usually all too ready to share.  Get as 
many perspectives on spirituality as you can.

  

Be merciful.  Overlook the follies and mistakes 
of others as you would like them to do for you.

Challenge yourself and your beliefs.  Write 
down your core beliefs then begin writing why 
you believe them.

Spiritual 
Hints and Tips
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Denouement is  a French word that means 'the outcome of a complex 
sequence of events.' It comes from the from the French denouer, 'to 
untie', and originally from the Latin nodus, 'a knot.' My old Webster's  New 
College Dictionary also lists definition 3 as 'any final revelation or 
outcome.'

Events  on planet earth are approaching a denouement. However, most 
of the action is in the plane of subtle energy. By this  I mean the invisible 
vibrational milieu that surrounds us, and that cocoons all Form. The 
ancients  referred to this as  the aether, or the ether. The famous 
experiment by Mickelson and Morely in 1887 proved, for physicists, the 
absence of an ether that carried electromagnetic radiation (light); from 
this  physical discovery Einstein later developed his Special and General 
Theories of Relativity, which stated(among other things) the light travels 
in a vacuum. The ether I am talking about, however, is far more subtle, 
and represents the invisible realm of consciousness, what my guidance 
calls "Native State.'

Physical events always follow and are programmed by what happens on 
this  subtle but powerful vibrational plane of thought and intention. 
Physical matter and energy is  a manifestation of the action of subtle 
energy, somewhat like an oil extract is a condensation from plants. 
Human DNA, and everything we see around us are vibrational in nature 
and seem solid because our physical senses are vibrationally tuned to 
them. When two vibrations match, perception is  possible. This is 
explained fully in my book, The Vibrational Universe, and especially in 
the Appendices to the book. It is  also explained in my movie, The 
Vibrational Universe (DVD).

To understand the approaching denouement of the human race, one 
must not be fooled by events happening on the physical plane. The 
insanity of grossly harmful deficit spending (at least in the United States), 
the growing power of governments all over the world, and the 
suppression of individual freedoms, are but a mere background 
phenomenon. What is driving the events  we see on earth today is the 
increasing desire of humanity for permanent, positive change, and a 
greater recognition of, for want of a better way to say it, the individual 
divinity and connection to source energy. The divine, God, 
consciousness, spirituality, prana, chi, Ka; all these terms are 
expressions for the energy of consciousness itself. This energy plays a 
vital role in the events that unfold on earth. 

For millennia, humanity has been mired in a collection of adolescent and 
self-destructive belief systems. We all know what these old beliefs  are, 
for we see them acted out upon the political and economic stages of our 
world, every day. Those who adhere to the old memes know only one 
way to behave, and that is within the old paradigm of thought. Their 
solutions to everything are hierarchical, where a few at the top control 
the masses at the bottom. The geometric nature of their beliefs is 
pyramidical, with a few at the top and everyone else at the bottom. 
However, these belief systems are self-defeating because they 
inherently constrict thought and action to a vibrationally lower set of 
activities that are rapidly becoming less and less  effective. The 
movement of consciousness is toward greater cooperation and harmony, 
greater abundance and greater empowerment for individuals; which will 
ultimately result in the ability to form powerful groups that act naturally 
for the benefit of individuals, and--without conflict of any kind--also for 
the greater good.

The "greater goods" is a concept that has little meaning in the old 
paradigm of thought, which is  based upon control from above. Power, in 
the old belief system, simply means control, and comes from an inner 
insecurity. Control means the denial of self-empowerment and the 
suppression of one's  connection to source. This way of thinking and 
acting is rapidly becoming disempowered, for the simple reason that it is 
vibrationally inadequate to keep up with the rising vibration in human 
consciousness, This  rising vibration is in turn reflected in the ethers, 
which have a direct (but as yet unknown to science) effect on the 
physical. I have talked about this extensively on the Interview With Spirit 
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show; the rapid population growth represents the desire of the race for 
spiritual maturity. As the human population increases, there is a greater 
interaction between the individual energy fields of humans  with the 
planetary field, and the "etheric substrate" itself. This is  causing an 
increase in frequency within the species consciousness, which in turn is 
raising the background vibration of the planet as a whole. 

Therefore, those who operate on the basis of the old memes of 
hierarchy, control, greed, and problem resolution through conflict are 
finding themselves marooned on a desert island as 
the waters rise around them. Their sphere of action is 
becoming more and more limited, and in their fear, 
they react in adolescent, but predictable ways. In 
fact, these people are severely limited by their own 
belief systems, which are becoming, in the rising 
overall vibration, more and more unsupported.

There is nothing to fear from the upcoming 2012, for 
example. Ludicrous and silly movies  like "2012" are 
the product of severely limited and disordered minds 
that have no understanding or connection to the new 
paradigm of thought that is rapidly being created, not 
only by "lightworkers" and others who understand 
their divine nature and their connection to source, but also by the great 
majority of human beings under the fat part of the Bell curve. People all 
over the planet are beginning to feel stirrings in the ethers, and are 
beginning to react positively.

The negativity we see is the result of those in "power" reacting in the 
only way they know how, but it is also due to the old beliefs of humanity 
rising to the surface from the muddy river bottom. These old beliefs are 
coming up for inspection and are being acted out on the physical stage. 
Vibrationally speaking, this phenomenon is natural and inevitable: when 
a lower vibrational cyst meets a higher vibration, the cyst becomes 
exposed as the dark environment surrounding it becomes sublimated.

This  is what most people don't get: When you REALLY begin to change, 
all of your old thoughts  and beliefs are exposed. If you resist these dark 
areas, you re-empower them. But if you can recognize them for hat they 
are - old thought forms that have been created by you, and have your 
energy signature upon them (that's why they are so recognizable and so 

terrifying; because you created them in a lower vibrational state!) - then 
they will disappear. That is  because it is  not possible to see something 
unless you have vibrational altitude in relation to it.

So events  like draconian legislation passed in the United States, the Fort 
Hood incident, Congressional and governmental corruption on a 
planetary scale, the world economic crisis, all of these things are the 
physical expression of the old memes coming to the surface, demanding 
attention. They are the result of a RISING vibration, not a falling one!

Therefore, fear of something that we have created, 
and have been living for thousands of years, is just 
silly! When you have a mess in your house and look 
around, you may feel disgusted, but you shouldn't be 
fearful! You just dig in and clean up the yukky stuff. 
Funny, isn't it, that just a few months  ago that mess 
seemed entirely natural, and you didn't even notice it! 
But now, in your higher awareness, you realize that 
you have been living in a pig-sty. Well, that is what is 
happening with the human race recently. We are all, 
individually and as a species, approaching a 
denouement. We are coming to a recognition of our 
own polluted and sick belief systems, which have 

formed around our collective psyche's just like cysts in the body, and we 
are releasing them. But along the way, of course, we FEEL them and we 
EXPERENCE them! That is what happens when you REALLY begin to 
change for the better.

The denouement represents the creation and the activation of a new set 
of beliefs that are much more consonant with who we are: divine, 
spiritual beings who have come to earth to raise an adolescent species 
to maturity, and create a new "golden age" of alignment with source. 

The Trigger
This  article resulted from a conversation I had with my friend Monte 
Fowler. Both of us have noticed that human beings either submit docilely 
to authority, or resist authority; there doesn't seem to be anything in 
between. Monte's experiences with the "Moonies" and my own 
experiences in "Scientology" got me wondering whether there was a 
psychic trigger somewhere within the human consciousness. I asked the 
guys about it, and this is what I received:

For millennia, humanity has 
been mired in a collection of 
a d o l e s c e n t a n d s e l f -
destructive belief systems. 
We all know what these old 
beliefs are, for we see them 
acted out upon the political 
and economic stages of our 
world, every day.



Dear Ones, the human race has a built-in trigger that we call the 
"worship trigger." Thousands of years ago, when the human race came 
out of the last natural disaster on the planet's  surface, there were many 
subspecies of humans. Ken's favorite channeler, Lee Carroll, has talked 
about this very often. Other species  have many sub-species, but 
humanity has  only one. The human race has  interacted with individuals 
from other planetary races, as the majority of those listening to these 
shows have probably suspected. These off-planet representatives 
engineered your DNA, for purposes of their own that are not important 
right now. What is not known, however, is that within the 97% of human 
DNA that your scientists  call "junk DNA" (never was a word more 
inaccurate!) a psychic trigger was inserted, that essentially says  "obey 
authority." Actually this trigger is very sophisticated, and has sub 
harmonics around it such as "resist authority," "independence through 
resistance," and "submission to a higher power."

Ken is very resistant to typing this, because he feels  that it is "kooky" and 
scientifically unprovable. Well, we tell you that very soon your biologists 
are going to uncover the purpose of "junk DNA" and it's connection to the 
DNA whose function is currently understood.

All of your DNA is  activated, did you know that? The part that is called 
junk is connected to the activated portion through what Ken calls  subtle 
energy. As the background vibration of the planet and humanity rises  the 
consciousness of humanity is  affected, and you will soon be able to 
discover the subtle connectivity between the "activated" DNA and your 
"dormant DNA." Dear Ones, it is said that humanity is only using 10% of 
their potential. We assure you that it is  less than that. As we have said 
before, the human race is approaching a tipping point, where a quantum 
leap to a new level of awareness is possible. When this occurs, you will 
discover this  psychic trigger, which is partially responsible for the 
dominance of the current set of activated memes within the 
consciousness of humanity: your religions, your political structures, and 
every organization you have ever built has been contaminated by this 
trigger. Have you ever noticed that when human beings organize, 
argument and conflict almost inevitably occur? Dear ones, we assure 
you that this is  NOT natural. Have you noticed that in the presence of 
authority, most of you have an inclination to bow your heads and submit? 
Again, this  is not natural. Resistance and submission both are two sides 
of the same coin.

The trigger has  been built into the physical fabric of your DNA, and has 
led to a hierarchical structure for all human organizations.

Now before you go off into the wacko zone, as Ken says, and become 
angered at evil ETs who have stunted your growth, we want to tell you 
that the insertion of this trigger has also spurred the rapid population 
growth of the human race, which has  led to the rising background 
vibration of planet earth. The human race is very volatile, as  you may 
have noticed! Things on earth never remain the same for more than a 
few milliseconds! Part of the reason for the population increase and the 
planetary vibrational increase comes from this  trigger, for although there 
is  a very strong inclination to "follow the crowd" and "go along with city 
hall," there is a smaller, but much more acute tendency to resist. It is  this 
resistance that sends  energy into the system and results in rapid 
change. There cannot be resistance unless there is established authority. 
The greater and more powerful is the authority, the stronger is the 
resistance and the greater the energy that is  thrown into the system, 
disrupting it, and changing it. In your world of polarization, this is the only 
way a system can evolve forward. This is what you signed up for: to be a 
part of a gigantic increase in consciousness!

This  is why you have experienced so many fits  and starts in your 
evolution. Does it not seem that when you take 3 steps forward, you also 
go 2 and a half steps backward? This is a function of the hierarchical 
tendency of human organizations, and the resistance to authority that is 
programmed into your DNA. It is also one of your strengths, for it leads 
to rapid innovation and desire for change. As humanity begins to rise 
above duality, you will see that the rigid spectrum of authority on one 
side, and resistance on the other, is merely a limited, two dimensional 
structure. Like Sphere, who rises above the plane where Circle lives in 
the famous book on geometry by Mr. Abbot, you will begin to become 
aware of higher dimensions, and will begin to contact a different data set. 
This  data set exists, and has always existed, around your planet, but like 
the indoor pet who has no idea of the outside world, you have not yet 
been able to see it. If the human race continues on its  path of higher 
awareness, you will become aware of this  trigger and will see its  value. 
You will then be able to transcend it, and reprogram that portion of your 
dormant DNA, and discover new abilities and new physical laws.

This  can only occur, of course, when there is  a true rising of 
consciousness. Dear Ones, the vibrational nature of the universe is self-



protecting: your consciousness resonates to a certain vibration whether 
you are aware of it or not! This vibrational property isolates those who 
think alike onto little islands, just as  the human race on earth is now 
isolated from the rest of the galaxy. A cheerful being wants to associate 
with others who are cheerful, and not with grouches!

Each civilization finds its own level. Yours is on the cusp of a wonderful 
vibrational "break out." And when that happens, your eyes will be open to 
wonders that you cannot imagine!   ###
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Ken is freelance writer and researcher who lives  in Ann Arbor, Michigan, 
USA. Since childhood, Ken has been thinking about the Big Picture and 
how to increase spiritual understanding in the world. The Complete 
Library is  a collection of 11 e-Books. Containing a blend of science, 
mathematics, common sense, and metaphysics, it makes sense of a 
world that often seems to be going crazy. This collection is the clearest 
and most comprehensive overview of the spirit/ mind/ body framework.
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